Our goal is to build tools to help communities navigate the police accountability process.

Project Deliverables
- A step-by-step online guide to the police misconduct complaints specific to Allegheny county municipalities.
- A database of Allegheny county police contracts that identifies problematic language as defined by the national organization Campaign Zero and allows cross-contract comparisons.
- This comprehensive tool will:
  - Present the process of misconduct investigation sequentially
  - Point out barriers / roadblocks in contract language
  - Incorporate community’s preferred way to digesting information.
  - Allow community members to maintain the digital infrastructure themselves.

Potential Impact
- This project seeks to address the issue of police accountability and the disconnect between digital and human infrastructures by
  1) using a novel community engagement platform led by GSPIA to support SCI-led design of a digital infrastructure to mediate transparency in policing
  2) to use the development of the digital platform as a focal point for focused deepening and expansion of the community platform.
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